Tips That Will Make You a Great
Article Writer - 2021 Guide
Writers are the artist. They know how to play with words. Making simple phrases and words magical is their
trait. But there are different types of writing. Creative writing, technical, formal or informal writing. So to
know in which your chances of flourishing are more write on various topics. We have a scale for you to
measure or analyze which one is for you.
How to write a good essay or article?
These techniques enhance your writing skills too and make you a good article writer.
Research before writing:
Suppose there are two writers; one has exceptional writing skills, and the other has average writing skills.

•
•
•
•

The first person doesn’t bother to read mandatory research material before writing. He uses his
creative skills and starts elaborating on some particular points one after another.
In contrast, the average level writer reads necessary and relevant stuff before giving words
meaning and value. What do you think about whose piece of writing will be more attractive for a
reader?
We are making the answer obvious here, the second one. People tend to complete reading the
second one’s whole article due to the availability of important versatile information. They find it way
too better for learning than the first one.
An exceptional writer’s article will indeed attract a reader. The reader will be engaged and
motivated to read the article at first. After a few minutes, when he’ll see no more new information
coming in his way, interest level will start getting down. Gradually, he’ll move to any other article.

Leave no room for distractions:

•
•
•

To become an excellent article or essay writer, not give attention to distractions. But is that possible
to simply avoid distractions? We don’t think so as everything needs a proper way of management.
So take all those attention-seeking things away from you. Put them aside.
Don’t make the mistake of doing multiple things at the same time with writing an article. It will for
sure not let you produce a high-end quality paper.
Do justice with your work by giving undivided attention.

Stay distant from complexities:

•
•
•

Indulging yourself in complicated statements or offensive things is not a sign of a good article
writer. Readers give attention to your content to make their concepts clear for peace of mind and
self-education.
To this end, if your content is making them confused or distress, then why they would prefer your
articles?
Do address truth and facts but keeping the general public’s sentiments in mind.

Make it easy to readable:

•

By making you can increase the readability chances and engagement on your content.

•

Eye-catchy headings and subheadings do attract readers as well. Keep points short and write
precise statements for perfect essay writing.

Pace up and re-read:

•
•
•
•

In the beginning, things take time. You can be good in lengthy writing but not in short. But both are
equally important, so keep practising.
Don’t lose focus and stay consistent. Write something daily.
Make a schedule to read your favourite authors and daily paper for current affairs and vocabulary.
Do give analytical reading to your content for improvement. Moreover, compare your articles with
standard samples of write my essay. It surely helps writers.

More Resources:
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